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You will need to look at the requirements for the title to be created. Before declaring war though, you should first review your enemy's capabilities. Then declare war via the Diplomacy View. Before unpausing the game, there are a few things that usually need to be done, indicated by some of the circular alerts appearing at the top of the screen
Marriage[edit | edit source] One of the alerts is most likely Ruler Unmarried, though some characters start already married. Expanding your realm[edit | edit source] There are two main ways to expand your realm - war and marriage: War is the most direct way to expand. Initially, the best suitable characters in the realm will be appointed. As long as
you significantly outnumber your enemy, victory should come easily. You should find him a suitable bride in a similar way. Now raise all your levies, gather them together, and march into their land. Playing as a vassal of the head of a large realm allows you to have a liege protect you from outside threats. CKII is a sandbox game and has no strict
winstate. The effects of a war's different outcomes are fixed, i.e. unless the peace results say otherwise, you cannot gain counties you're not pressing a claim for by occupying them and they will be returned to their holders when the war ends. The first thing a new player should do is play the Learning Scenario from the prompt that appears after the
game loads, which introduces the basic game concepts and mechanics. It is important for having better success with character interactions. You should first pause the game and review all the alerts and a few other things: Look for Demesne too Big alert. Throughout the game, it is useful to maintain that level of wealth at minimum so that you can hire
mercenaries to ward off invasions or wars (or if you want to take on a pesky yet powerful vassal). Claims can be gotten in many ways but the simplest is through the Fabricate Claim Chancellor Speed Speed 5 causes game time to pass as quickly as your computer can run the simulation and should only be used to pass a large amount of time quickly.
Once in every ruler's lifetime, crown authority can be increased. If you lose an offensive war, the most you stand to lose is that claim, some Prestige and some Wealth, so it's not game over if you don't succeed. Other dynasty members may attempt to claim your title or kill you. A relationship in green letters indicates that the ally is available to be
called to war - though may not necessarily join - while red lettering indicates that the ally cannot be called to war. Characters are considered adults at 16 and women become infertile at 46, so younger is better. You need to assign them to a mission, for instance: The Chancellor in your liege's capital to a county of an unhappy vassal, to Improve
Diplomatic Relations The Marshal in your capital to Research Military Tech The Steward in your capital to Research Economy Tech The Spymaster in your capital to Scheme The Court Chaplain to Proselytize in any counties with a different religion, otherwise in your capital to Research Cultural Tech When a councillor dies or leaves the council, you
will get the alert Open Council Positions, and should appoint a successor as soon as possible and assign a mission to him. Further augmenting a character's abilities are traits. Inbred is rare in marriages between cousins, but its effects are devastating if your children do get it. Advanced tips and tricks for beginners - Updated 2022! Top rated CK2
Steam Guide of all time! By Skipper This guide aims to shed some light on some of the more advanced nuances in Crusader Kings 2. If under Gavelkind succession law, you may get the Title Loss on Succession alert. It's important for both increasing your options and surviving others' designs on your power. So you should probably ignore this alert for
now. The five attributes are: Diplomacy affects characters' opinions of you. Avoid appointing a character that has a negative opinion of you as your Spymaster, as he won't warn you of discovered plots against you and will likely join them. A high Stewardship is particularly useful as it will increase your demesne limit, although high ranks in any skills
other than Learning are useful. Each character has an opinion of every other character in the game, based on a variety of factors. The character system[edit | edit source] A character's strengths and weaknesses lie mainly in their Attributes and Traits. Ambitious - Aggression and opinion penalties towards their liege make them generally poor vassals.
If you are a count, try to become a Duke, then a King. Avoid marrying other members of your dynasty. Increasing crown authority upsets your vassals, so try to do it after a long reign. Content - Opinion bonuses and less aggressive AI make it easy to keep these vassals weak. It also bolsters levies, making it core to realm survivability. When you control
enough of a title's de jure territory, you can create it. Your dynasty is what the game centers around. This will open a list of potential spouses sorted by general desirability. Continue this way and you'll eventually forge yourself a powerful realm, and be able to take on more major powers. The new ruler is significantly weaker in the first few years after
a succession. In case you get the Righteous Imprisonment alert, check if you can throw some angry vassal in prison without incurring tyranny. Direct vassals (F) if you are a vassal inside a larger realm, as you will mostly compete with other vassals. Once your realm has expanded, you will not need all your vassal levies at the same time to win wars
against weaker opponents. Castle Infrastructure (economy)- More tax income and unlocks buildings for bigger armies. See Playing as a vassal for more details. You should generally pick the most skilled character, or a eht sa hcus ,setisbew suoirav no detsop IIKC fo syalP s'teL dna stroper noitca retfA .yhcud latipac ruoy nihtiw seitnuoc eht lla dloh ot
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O KNAR EHT, ELTIT DEMIALC EHT EZILASSAV OT REDRO NI .MIH ESAELP OT LASSAV DEDNAL forums forums and YouTube, are also informative. After a few months and despite your best efforts, angry vassals may group into a faction that becomes dangerous. Some of your courtiers or vassals may have claims on titles outside the realm, which
you can press on their behalf. Thus, you should maintain at least 300 Wealth as a Count at all times, and spend money to build a Barracks, for example, only when you have enough money for it without dipping into the 300 Wealth. This initial Prestige will slightly boost relations with your vassals. Upgrading holdings[edit | edit source] When upgrading
holdings, prioritise buildings that generate Wealth so that you can accumulate wealth faster in order to build more. The others will slowly improve over time. Rather than yet another guide on basic things such as who to play as or how to go about fabricating claims, I aim to provide readers with some of the more specific features of the game that, I
would argue, are just as important as the basics. If you are a duke or higher then you may have a Can Press De Jure Claims alert, which means as long as you hold that duchy (or higher title) you can declare war to claim those counties. For beginners, the safest starts as independent kings are King Boleslaw 'the Bold' of Poland and King Svend of
Danmark. Legalism (cultural)- Unlocks more powerful laws. After a few months, the alert Vassal Levies Raised Too Long will appear: your vassals are slowly starting to get angry that you raised their levies; it will slowly improve back once the levies are disbanded. Granting landed titles[edit | edit source] When you personally hold too many holdings
and exceed your demesne size limit, the alert Demesne too Big will appear. Over time, the realm accumulates points in each category. Click the Dukes map mode button. Stick to investing in holdings in your demense, as vassals will improve their holdings on their own. Once married, selecting the Have a Son eht ta sa ecnailla lufesu a egairram tsrif
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eht sa etubirtta emas eht rof tiart noitacude NA TEG YLLAUSU LLIW NERDLIHC .YTILITREF ESAERCNI LLIW Snoitibma Rethguad A Evah Most potential conity will be generated randomly to the most remote. As your dynasty expands, and depending on your RealM Succession Legislation, you can get the united children's alert. Once your character
dies, continue playing as his dynamic heir. It is better to educate your heir to have more control over the features he receives. Claims are displayed on the character page below their holdings. The good options are the Duke Vratislav of Bohemia and the Duchess Matilda of Tuscany at the Holy Roman Empire, Doux Michael of Adrianopolis at the
Byzantine Empire, and Duke Guilhem of Toulouse in France. While at least one landed member of his dynasty survives (at least the range of the account), the game will continue until 1453 (the conventional end date of the Middle Ages) and at the end you will get the same score screen of the Dynasty you would get if you had previously resigned. To
prevent the vassals from becoming too powerful, it does not grant landing titles to the characters that already have them, ideally, their counts should only have a county and their dukes should only have a duchy and within that only the county of the capital. Early game [edit | Edit source code] After playing the play performance (£ space), you can
adjust the speed (+/-), since the default speed of 1 is very slow. The head of a great kingdom or empire begins with a lot of responsibility. The more Vasalles like, the more taxes they will pay and more men will provide you when you raise your charges. Preparing an heir [edit | Edit source code] When the children of their dynasty fulfill 6 years, you will
see that the alert children lacked guardianship and should appoint a tutor as soon as possible to provide an education. When you have a surplus of technology points, the alert will appear in the aÃug aÃug atsE .onier us rartsinimda a n¡Ãraduya ol selajecnoc ocniC ]etneuf ratidE | ratide[ selajecnoC .sodajone sotcerid sollasav sol noc sasoigiler y
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ambition for a quick +10 piety gain. Though you play individual characters within that dynasty, at some point, you will die. A ruler's attributes are added to their councilor's attributes and half of their spouse's attributes to determine the state level of that attribute. As with the character finder, it is also possible to sort by other criteria. It is prudent to
also marry off other members of your dynasty to expand it. This is best dealt with before unpausing the game, because most of the other nobles will also be unmarried and good brides will be snatched up very quickly. Before unpausing[edit | edit source] First, consider switching from the default map mode, Terrain (Q), to a more useful mode: Realms
(W) if you are independent, as you will mostly compete with other independent rulers. If you are a vassal, you cannot create a title of same rank as your liege and you will need to either to usurp him or gain independence. Trusting - Less likely to join plots and much easier to assassinate should the need arise. At this point, most of them will be 16,
since that is the starting age of an adult and most of them will have been generated at the game's start. You should first expand in your de jure realm, and then try to expand in counties that are de jure part of the title above your primary title. Always choose the type of marriage that will result in children of your dynasty: a regular marriage when
playing as a man or a matrilineal marriage when playing as a woman. As a beginner it might be best to ignore it and take the monthly Prestige penalty, because landing your heir means losing control over him, and landing your other sons means giving power to the future rivals of your heir. Don't hoard titles, as holding more than two duchies causes
an opinion penalty among your vassals. Consider the following when choosing your first character: Starting as King Murchad of Mumu in Ireland in 1066 is considered the easiest way to learn the basics of conquest, as all of Ireland's other realms are smaller and the nearby kingdoms will leave it alone for a long time. Building a war chest[edit | edit
source] One of the first tasks as a ruler is to amass a sufficient amount of wealth before spending it on upgrading your holdings. If you are not outnumbered, next ensure that the defender has no major allies by checking the Allies tab, which displays the names of his or her allies and the ally's relationship to the character. Learning affects
technological research. It is usually a good idea to have one province that is filled castles (in order to increase the troops that you can raise as levy), and build cities in all other provinces to increase your income from City Taxes. However, you are still vulnerable to claims from other vassals within the realm. If your character doesn't have children, you
may pick the Have a Son ambition for a fertility boost. Once you have a valid CB you can declare war. See also[edit | edit source] Guides category, for more specific concept-related guides Intrigue affects a character's ability to plot and uncover others' plots. If your armies are close in size, however, ensure that you appoint the best commanders you
can to lead the army and try to ensure that the armies engage in favorable (to you) terrain. Technology[edit | edit source] There are three categories of technology: Military, Economy, and Culture. Half of your spouse's attributes are added to yours, so target a bride with high skills. You should spend the technology points generated in your realm to
boost specific technologies. You can weaken a faction by bribing or imprisoning the most powerful faction members. Traits range from small modifiers to complete alterations of how a character works. Lowering crown authority does not cause the current succession law to be lost if it required the higher crown authority, and a common eht eb ot
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2016-5-11 · The small land owners get upset the fastest, and the most patient are kings and dukes. But even there do not trust them: tired soldier is an unreliable one. So when the battle dust falls, send boys to their homes. They'll get calm and ready to the next campaign. Defender gets a bonus to morale if he is fighting on the mountainous terrain.
2021-6-9 · While playing Crusader Kings II, one of the most important things you can do is to read the official strategy guide. There are a lot of possibilities in the game, especially when it comes to military and foreign policy, so the guide is a great help in understanding the game mechanics, picking the best strategy for achieving your goals. 2021-130 · Crusader Kings 3 is exceptionally complex – but our guide will accompany you from the beginning of the game all the way up to the global empire. First, use the checklist to get a general idea about the priorities of the stewardship of a realm. 2012-7-15 · If you siege 400 troops with 2000 troops, you will lose about half your army while taking the
province. If you siege the same 400 troops with 10k troops, you will lose about 100 troops, from my experience. (Obviously this varies a bit depending on fort level too) Show activity on this post. A large stack will wear down the defenders quicker ... 2022-4-4 · Beginner's Guide. Crusader Kings is a strategy game set in the medieval times of feudal
Europe. The game covers an area stretching from Iceland in the west to the Urals and Persia in the east; from the northern wilderness of Scandinavia in the north to Northern Africa and Arabia in the south. Its focus is on feudal Europe, and the dynasties ... 2021-12-21 · Crusader Kings 2 guide: tips & tricks for the budding ruler. Your one stop shop
for winning wars, inheriting titles, as well as the best start dates. Out of all of Paradox’s grand strategy games ... 2020-9-1 · How to siege an enemy county in Crusader Kings 3. Attack the fort and win the province. Combat and provinces have changed in Crusader Kings 3. When you view a province from high above, small ... 2022-1-26 · Crusader
Kings 2 DLC – the complete guide. Verdicts on every expansion pack for this iconic (and free-to-play) grand strategy game. Crusader Kings II is the grand strategy game that launched a ... 2016-5-11 · Basics | Economy Crusader Kings 2 Guide. Next Economy Developing of lands and increasing incomes Prev Characters Problem? Player has only three
resources (money, prestige, piety), he doesn't have to care … 2012-6-26 · CRUSADER KINGS II Author: José 'KoldPT' Maia < koldpt2 at 'mail' dot com Version: 1.06 Revision 1 LAST UPDATED FOR PATCH VERSION: 1.06 Date Started: 19/06/2012 ----- Table of Contents: [Intro]Introduction [Strategy]Strategy/Tactics [Strategy.1]Starting a Game
[Strategy.2]Titles and You [Strategy.3]Your Court [Strategy.4]Intrigue [Strategy.5]Getting … 2020-9-1 · How to siege an enemy county in Crusader Kings 3. Attack the fort and win the province. Combat and provinces have changed in Crusader Kings 3. When you view a province from high above, small ... 2020-2-11 · Crusader Kings II, a game from
Paradox Entertainment, the sequel to Crusader Kings, is a strategy-based video game.This game is not just about killing people and conquering their territory; it’s far more than that. Crusader Kings 2 gives you a new experience of running a kingdom first and then the battle. 2016-4-20 · Manpower loss 2.Overall siege time. If your army has a 1 to 10
manpower advantage over a given garrison then assault will result in minimal time and "good enough" losses. If you dont have that manpower advantage its generally inadvisable to assault fort levels > 3. 2022-4-4 · Beginner's Guide. Crusader Kings is a strategy game set in the medieval times of feudal Europe. The game covers an area stretching
from Iceland in the west to the Urals and Persia in the east; from the northern wilderness of Scandinavia in the north to Northern Africa and Arabia in the south. Its focus is on feudal Europe, and the dynasties ... 2022-1-26 · Crusader Kings 2 DLC – the complete guide. Verdicts on every expansion pack for this iconic (and free-to-play) grand strategy

game. Crusader Kings II is the grand strategy game that launched a ... 2022-4-7 · Army/Levy (Guide) In Crusader Kings II, most of your military is based around levies. At the time few had anything resembling standing armies, instead drafting peasants in times of war. As levies are core to your ability to defend yourself, understanding how to get as
many as possible is important. I'll therefore be going into how levies work ... 2022-4-4 · The council. It's the essence of this game. A single man cannot achieve much, even if you are the Holy Roman Emperor. The first tip is to build a strong council; a diplomat to increase your relations faster, or a spy to assassinate your foes more successfully. I take
it you understand that you pick the one with the strongest skill for the right ... 2022-4-4 · The Alexios :The byzantine guide. The Life of Ivar the Boneless: a introductory guide to establishing a stable empire of Britannia. Toppling kingdoms without using your army. V. Vassalizing Mercenary Companies. Voting: Elective Monarchy and Patrician
Elective. W. Wales (Strategy Guide) Categories. 2012-6-26 · CRUSADER KINGS II Author: José 'KoldPT' Maia < koldpt2 at 'mail' dot com Version: 1.06 Revision 1 LAST UPDATED FOR PATCH VERSION: 1.06 Date Started: 19/06/2012 ----- Table of Contents: [Intro]Introduction [Strategy]Strategy/Tactics [Strategy.1]Starting a Game [Strategy.2]Titles
and You [Strategy.3]Your Court [Strategy.4]Intrigue [Strategy.5]Getting … 2021-1-30 · Crusader Kings 3 is exceptionally complex – but our guide will accompany you from the beginning of the game all the way up to the global empire. First, use the checklist to get a general idea about the priorities of the stewardship of a realm. 2017-5-22 · Forget
everything Fallout has ever taught you because war is changing. We already knew about upcoming geographical expansions in Crusader Kings II [official site], making areas that were previously impassable playable, but fresh news arrived in today's dev diary and it involves changes to fundamental systems. The major shift will be in the causes of war,
which … 2019-7-22 · Crusader Kings II is all about politics and strategy, of course. But, there is a lot more to this game than the blatant Sun Tzu inspired tactics you see in your everyday strategy game. This game takes some serious finesse if you want to be victorious. ... Crusader King II guide tips. 0. Author Hunter Boyce. 2021-12-21 · Crusader
Kings 2 guide: tips & tricks for the budding ruler. Your one stop shop for winning wars, inheriting titles, as well as the best start dates. Out of all of Paradox’s grand strategy games ... 2022-4-4 · The Alexios :The byzantine guide. The Life of Ivar the Boneless: a introductory guide to establishing a stable empire of Britannia. Toppling kingdoms without
using your army. V. Vassalizing Mercenary Companies. Voting: Elective Monarchy and Patrician Elective. W. Wales (Strategy Guide) Categories. 2022-4-7 · Extensive Guide to Combat in Crusader Kings III. ... Troop fighting is up to 50% of your warscore so do not neglect it to only siege, it should actually be your first priority to fight in a decisive
battle as you can really snowball a conflict by 1-2 decisive victories early in the war. 2018-4-10 · Crusader Kings II is a game that is very advanced and has a lot of in-depth mechanics. For that reason, it can be hard to understand all of the various different things that are going on. However ... 2022-4-9 · Crusader Kings III can be an intimidating
game, especially if you're new to CK3's drama-driven world of sweeping medieval strategy. Our Crusader Kings 3 guide is currently just focused on how to ... 2022-4-8 · T. Taking the whole map - A quick guide. Tale of an Irishman : How the count of Dublin became King of Ireland. Technology (guide) The Life of Ivar the Boneless: a introductory guide
to establishing a stable empire of Britannia. V. Videos for Beginners. Voting: Elective Monarchy and Patrician Elective.
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